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Need to customize ACD data? 
Save time by automating the process.

Advent Custodial Data (ACD) helps thousands of firms streamline
their daily reconciliation process. Many firms, however, have a
need to customize ACD data before sending it to their portfolio
accounting systems—often a time-consuming manual process.
Now, a solution is available to ACD subscribers that allows you 
to automate that process, eliminate workarounds, and save
valuable time.

Advent TransPort is a cloud-based data customization tool that
enables you to modify your daily ACD data. With TransPort you can
apply custom rules and logic to your standard ACD files, creating
customized data for loading into your SS&C Advent or non-Advent
accounting platform.

Let TransPort do the work
TransPort’s intuitive user interface puts the power in your hands.
You can create rules based on broad or very specific customization
needs. For example, you can solve for recurring accuracy issues
with a specific custodian, or simply reclassify a particular transaction
type. Rules can be applied at the interface file-type level or you

can make modifications to a specific data field. TransPort allows
you to create and validate custom rules, which can then be applied
to your daily ACD files used by your portfolio accounting system.

Increase efficiency and streamline
operations
TransPort enhances ACD by making it truly customizable to your
firm’s individual needs or non-standard data requirements. What’s
more, it simplifies operations and increases efficiency through:

• Reducing manual intervention and trade blotter clean-up
• Filtering out unwanted data or irrelevant data elements
• Flexibility in populating blank or overwriting existing fields with

newly defined or custom calculated values
• Cloud-delivered: No local installation required!
The Advent Professional Services team is available to assist with
initial set-up and training. Contact your SS&C Advent representative
to discuss adding TransPort to ACD to further streamline your
operational workflow.

Dashboard: Manage, filter, download, and check the status of your customized files all in one location.
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SS&C Advent helps over 4,300 investment firms in more than 50
countries—from established global institutions to small start-up
practices—to grow their businesses, minimize risk and thrive. We
have been delivering unparalleled precision and ahead-of-the-
curve solutions for more than 30 years, working together with our

clients to help shape the future of investment management. Find
out how you can take advantage of our industry-leading solutions
to support your business goals. To learn more about the right
solutions and services for you, contact advent@sscinc.com.

Above are only a few examples of the types of functions and rules that can be applied in TransPort to customize your ACD files. 
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